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Evaluating Reuben Foster-Fred Warner linebacker duo debut 49ers notes: Foster was encouraged with how he
and Warner played together and seemed to improve as the team progressed. It felt amazing with him next to
me, calling the plays out. Foster was a first-round draft pick last year. He returned to action Sunday after
serving a two-game suspension. Warner has started every game at middle linebacker since arriving this year as
a third-round pick from BYU. Warner registered a game-high 11 tackles, and Foster was credited with seven.
Smith had one tackle and a quarterback hurry. Instead of a long field goal attempt, the Chiefs had a first down
at the 1, and scored on the next play. Beathard took one snap and found tight end George Kittle in the end
zone for what appeared to be a 7-yard touchdown in the fourth quarter. If the touchdown had stood, the 49ers
would have trailed by a touchdown with five minutes remaining. But fullback Kyle Juszczyk, who lined up as
a wideout on the right side, was flagged for a pass interference when Chiefs linebacker Dee Ford stepped in
front of him to cut off his in-breaking route. Kittle made the catch behind where Juszczyk and Ford came
together. The defense finally made some stops, but the offense got going because it did not give up on the run
game. Safety Adrian Colbert appeared in 28 plays before leaving the game in the second quarter with a hip
injury. Reed replaced Colbert and played the final 52 snaps of the game. He left the game after playing 36
snaps. Ahkello Witherspoon, who has been battling an ankle injury, replaced him. Cornerback Jimmy Ward
left the game because of cramps. In the five snaps he missed, rookie Tarvarius Moore filled in. Foster took a
shot to the midsection and missed one play. Breida appeared to hyperextend his knee, but he came back into
the game and played well. He left the game briefly. Right guard Mike Person aggravated a foot injury and left
the game for seven plays, replaced by Erik Magnuson. Exum recorded nine tackles, his first career sack and a
forced fumble. Gould has made at least one field goal in 23 consecutive games, dating to Dec. However,
Gould missed an extra-point try in the third quarter.
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His name was officially registered as Henry Morgan Forster, but at his baptism he was accidentally named
Edward Morgan Forster. This house served as a model for Howards End, as he had fond memories of his
childhood there. He attended as a day boy at Tonbridge School in Kent, where the school theatre has been
named in his honour. They met in secret, and discussed their work on, and about, philosophical and moral
questions. Many of its members went on to constitute what came to be known as the Bloomsbury Group , of
which Forster was a peripheral member in the s and s. They moved to Weybridge, Surrey, where he wrote all
six of his novels. In , he visited Egypt, Germany and India with the classicist Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson ,
by which time he had written all but one of his novels. The Hill of Devi is his non-fictional account of this
period. After returning to London from India, he completed the last novel of his to be published during his
lifetime, A Passage to India , for which he won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for fiction. In addition to
his broadcasting, he advocated individual liberty and penal reform and opposed censorship by writing articles,
sitting on committees and signing letters. His weekly book review during the war was commissioned by
George Orwell , who was the talks producer at the India Section of the BBC from to Forster was homosexual
open to his close friends, but not to the public and a lifelong bachelor. Ackerley , a writer and literary editor of
The Listener , the psychologist W. Sprott , and for a time, the composer Benjamin Britten. Forster lived in this
house, home of his friends Robert and May Buckingham, and died here on 7 June In April he arrived in
America to begin a three-month nationwide tour of public readings and sightseeing, returning to the East
Coast in June. According to his friend Richard Marquand , Forster was highly critical of American foreign
policy in his latter years. This was one of the reasons why he consistently refused offers to adapt his novels for
the screen, because Forster felt that such productions would inevitably involve American financing. He based
the setting for his novel Howards End on this area, now informally known as Forster Country. Forster had five
novels published in his lifetime. Although Maurice was published shortly after his death, it had been written
nearly sixty years earlier. He never finished a seventh novel, Arctic Summer. His first novel, Where Angels
Fear to Tread , is the story of Lilia, a young English widow who falls in love with an Italian, and of the efforts
of her bourgeois relatives to get her back from Monteriano based on San Gimignano. Forster discussed that
work ironically and somewhat disapprovingly in his book Aspects of the Novel Next, Forster published The
Longest Journey , an inverted Bildungsroman following the lame Rickie Elliott from Cambridge to a career as
a struggling writer and then to a post as a schoolmaster, married to the unappealing Agnes Pembroke. It was
started as early as , before any of his others; its earliest versions are entitled "Lucy". The book was adapted as
a film of the same name in by the Merchant Ivory team. Both include references to the famous Baedeker
guidebooks and concern narrow-minded middle-class English tourists abroad. Howards End is an ambitious
"condition-of-England" novel concerned with different groups within the Edwardian middle classes,
represented by the Schlegels bohemian intellectuals , the Wilcoxes thoughtless plutocrats and the Basts
struggling lower-middle-class aspirants. Howards End was adapted as a film in by the Merchant-Ivory team
and as a miniseries in Forster achieved his greatest success with A Passage to India The novel takes as its
subject the relationship between East and West, seen through the lens of India in the later days of the British
Raj. Forster connects personal relationships with the politics of colonialism through the story of the
Englishwoman Adela Quested, the Indian Dr. Aziz, and the question of what did or did not happen between
them in the Marabar Caves. A Passage to India was adapted as a play in , directed by Frank Hauser , and as a
film in , directed by David Lean. Maurice was published posthumously. Maurice was adapted as a film in by
the Merchant-Ivory team. Early in his writing career, Forster attempted a historical novel about the Byzantine
scholar Gemistus Pletho and the Italian condottiero Sigismondo de Malatesta , but was not satisfied with the
result and never published it - though he kept the manuscript and later showed it to Naomi Mitchison.
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Grant, seventh president of the Church. In the beginning there was a great deal of skepticism about the future
of radio. Equipment and facilities were primitive, broadcasting range was limited, and technical skills were
still in the experimental stage. Few persons in that era, half a century ago, could visualize the worldwide
potential of radioâ€”let alone the prospect of sending messages and even pictures almost instantaneously from
one hemisphere to another and from one planet to another. The vision of blanketing the earth with gospel
principles is still in the early stages today, but it is inching closer to reality. In the s electronic communications
have become a powerful influence throughout the world, as men are drawn closer to one another and to
peoples in other lands. The station joined one of the early networks, but much of the talent and programming
was locally developed, and many stars and programs went on to regional and even national fame. Perhaps the
best-known program that originates through KSL-Radio and Television is the Tabernacle Choir broadcast,
now the longest continuing program on the air. When the station was just one year old, in , the first broadcast
of a session of general conference took place. The following year all of the proceedings were broadcast, a
practice that continues to the present time. Someone at the station had pulled the wrong switch! So for seven
minutes the Tabernacle was flooded with the play-by-play action of a second-base steal while Presiding
Bishop Sylvester Q. Cannon dashed across the street to the studio on top of the Union Pacific Building to
reverse the switch and restore reverence at conference. This yearâ€”â€”KSL is celebrating its golden
anniversary in broadcasting. In the past half century the communications industry has turned radio from a
novelty into a powerful force. In the United States alone, there are today more than million radios. The growth
of the medium is similar throughout the world, particularly since the invention and perfection of the
battery-operated transistor, making it possible for persons in even the most remote areasâ€”from Australian
sheep stations to Asian rice paddies, from African jungles to outlying mountain areasâ€”to be in daily contact
with the world for information and entertainment. These stations have a potential audience of over 40 million
peopleâ€”about one-fifth of the population of the United States. Reviewing the history of radio and television
in the Church, Arch L. Madsen, president of Bonneville International, commented recently: Who would have
dreamed years ago of a satellite up in outer space? The word orbit was hardly in our vocabulary even twenty
years ago. I think you would have been called insane if you had said you were going to put an object into
space and that it would remain up there, steadily, reliably, relaying sounds between cities and continents on
the earth. We could broadcast the Book of Mormon and the Bible for twenty-four hours a day. Or we could
read the Constitution, or the classics. But listeners would not be there for long. But if we can program for mass
audiences, then bit by bit we can make vital information palatable. The greatest challenge we have in the
world today is to take the communications media and put them to the best use. The division develops radio
spots and programs, motivational and teaching aids, and sound tracks for pageants and theatrical productions.
It produces recordings for the Utah Symphony, the Mormon Youth Symphony and Chorus, general
conferences, and other special events, often in several languages. It also manufactures cassette tapes and
distributes audio tapes, records, and printed matter to approximately 2, radio and television stations in
twenty-seven countries. The closing line of one of these spots carries a great message in itself: The messages
all close with these words: Announcers at Cougar games call the play-by-play action in Spanish and in
Portuguese. The names of two Latter-day Saints are prominent on the list of scientists who have made great
contributions to the growth of radio and television. One is Philo T. Farnsworth, born in Beaver, Utah, who was
in his teens when he first envisioned the fundamentals of television. By the time he was twenty-three he was
able to demonstrate his theories on a crude, homemade box invention. Inventions to which Philo Farnsworth
contributed basic concepts include electronic scanning involving the cathode ray tube and photoelectric cell
used in TV broadcasting, and the astonishing feat of picking up celestial starlight and transmitting it to a
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receiving screen. The other scientist is Dr. Harvey Fletcher, a native of Provo, Utah, who is noted for his many
electronic inventions, including the audiometer, high fidelity, and stereophonic sound. Today, at 87, the noted
physicist is still deeply involved in the mysteries of sound. Thus, we see that the Church was in on the birth of
the electronic age. The wide coverage of the recent April general conference sessions is indicative of the
progress that has been made since President Grant gave his first broadcast message. While it is impossible to
accurately count the number of listeners and viewers of the conference, some radio and television stations
carried portions of the proceedings through direct broadcast and telecast, satellite relay, telephone circuitry,
shortwave radio, oceanic cable, video tape, audio tape, and closed circuit transmission. Portions of the
conferenceâ€”ranging from the probable minimum of one address up to the entire conference
proceedingsâ€”may have been received by an audience numbering into the millions. The Saturday evening
general priesthood session was also heard in chapels in the U. Rebroadcasts of conference, ranging from
portions to all sessions, were carried over many other stations, including the Armed Forces Radio and the
Voice of America. And while electronic communications cannot replace the person-to-person relationship, the
proceedings received by non-Mormon listeners and viewers help increase and broaden general knowledge
about the Church, and they reach many who might not otherwise hear about its message. With each advance in
technology, the Church is further able to fulfill this great commitment.
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Mia Storm, 32, stands on her balcony as she recounts her childhood in the foster care system. Storm does
everything she can to give Lily a stable life filled with love â€” something she missed out on as a child.
Though she maintains the semblance of a normal life for Lily, Storm struggles to make ends meet. On a recent
afternoon at her east Portland apartment, Storm plopped a heavy suitcase on her kitchen table. With Lily
playing in another room, Storm unzipped the suitcase and flipped the top open to show stacks of documents
â€” thousands of pages of paper. It is her foster care case file. Storm moved to her bed, where she sat cross
legged and recounted her experience in foster care. Her mother, Penny Woods, sat at the kitchen table wearing
a heavy-hearted expression and wiping away tears. But, you know, I have a little girl now. I am a mother now.
She allowed access to the suitcase containing her case file, documents which were not meant for public
release. Case files are kept secret by state public records laws, making an evaluation of tens or hundreds of
foster care stories nearly impossible. Storm said she came forward to the Statesman Journal and Oregon Public
Broadcasting after reading recent news reports about foster care. But the state also missed opportunities to
enact lasting reforms. Woods was also afraid for her children, whom she said suffered sexual abuse at the
hands of their paternal grandfather. Their father was an alcoholic and absent, Woods said. A log of the call
describes Storm telling a neighbor that her birth parents would touch her inappropriately and try to give her
drugs during visits. The police were never called to investigate. After a year, four foster homes and little
therapy, Storm returned home to live with her mother, who had gotten clean but was still struggling with
depression. The reunification was short lived. It was then that she would get her first prescription from a
psychiatrist working for the state: A psych evaluation said if Storm continued acting out, the state should
consider prescribing lithium for the 7-year-old to quell her aggressive and impulsive behavior. Lithium is most
often prescribed to treat bipolar disorder. The evaluations noted that although Storm had a family history of
bipolar disorder, she had no definitive signs of the condition. At the time, she was diagnosed with
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and oppositional defiance disorder. Storm admits that she was no easy
child. Documents in her case file describe her as prone to tantrums and screaming, hyperactivity, aggressive
and sometimes sexually inappropriate behavior. Storm said she was acting as any traumatized child might.
That summer, she said, she was abused by foster parents who locked her in a room for hours and punched her
in the face. State investigators confirmed the abuse. Yet Storm said Department of Human Services officials
subsequently stopped investigating her claims of mistreatment for reasons that are unclear. Some documents
may be missing. Others are partial and have had sections covered in permanent marker or cut out with
scissors. Storm said she received the documents this way from DHS. Still, there is a noticeable gap where
documents should be present. When the school said it would discontinue treatment for Storm unless DHS
found a less abusive placement, the second-grader was moved to a new school. Despite it all, documents show
Storm continued to do well in school and demonstrated potential. Psych evaluations and court records describe
Storm as a voracious reader and beyond her years in language skills and raw intelligence. Today, hundreds of
textbooks line her one-bedroom apartment, ranging in subject from pathophysiology to microbiology, genetics
and the literature of Dante. From second through fifth grade there were also new diagnoses: Post-traumatic
stress disorder, bipolar disorder and more. Research has shown tricyclic antidepressants such as Imipramine
can be dangerous for children because side effects can be severe and an overdose easily fatal. Tricyclic
antidepressants should be used with kids as a measure of last resort, said Dr. Mia Storm looks at a suitcase full
of her medical records and reports from the 14 years she spent in the foster care system. She was shuffled
through nearly 20 foster homes and heavily medicated in the years she spent under state supervision. As Storm
got older, other medications followed. She was taken off Imipramine and put on another tricyclic
antidepressant, given lithium three times daily, put back on Imipramine â€” with an increased dosage â€” then
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anti-anxiety medication Zoloft, and back on Ritalin. In her teens, Storm was taking three antipsychotics at
once. At the time, there was less oversight on how prescriptions were given to foster children. Today, DHS
managers must consent to putting a child on antipsychotic medications. The pills also changed her ability to
think. Jetmalani, the OSHU psychologist, said that in the past, bipolar disorder was over-diagnosed in children
as bad behavior was treated as a symptom of bipolar disorder. DHS has since curtailed use of antipsychotic
medication among foster kids, especially those 6 or younger. In , fewer than 10 percent of foster kids were on
antipsychotics, down from nearly 20 percent a decade ago. Penny Woods cries as her daughter Mia Storm
recounts her childhood spent in foster care. Woods gave up her two children to the state while experiencing
mental health problems. Both programs have been shut down by DHS in the past year because of abuse. I
think at that point I was pretty much submissive. Years later, as a year-old transient who had turned to drugs
and prostitution, Ison was brutally murdered in Portland by Todd Allen Reed, the Forest Park serial killer.
While staying at yet another group home, a year-old Storm grabbed a knife and threatened suicide. She was
taking two antipsychotics at the time. In , at age 17, DeLay got Storm into an apartment living program so she
could gain independence and stop taking medication. Strorm credits the independent living program with
helping her to see a future beyond foster care. But before she turned 18, Storm met with DHS officials
overseeing her case. They wanted to keep her in foster care until she was 21 and put her back on medication.
DeLay said she tricked Storm into going by telling her they needed to meet so she could deliver her rent
check. When they did, Storm said, she was taken in, made to strip and force-fed medication. DeLay regrets the
deception. She transferred to the University of Oregon, but anxiety related to her PTSD and limited resources
made it difficult to succeed, she said. Woods gave Mia up to the state in while experiencing mental health
problems. I stayed away from drugs. Storm is teaching herself computer coding and hopes to land a job that
will get her off welfare. She and her mother are slowly rebuilding a relationship. Lily is eager to show off her
make-believe kitchen set, book collection and a stuffed snake, her favorite animal. Storm and Lily laugh and
hug as they play, with Woods sitting nearby, smiling. Yet harmony on the surface belies the darkness lying
beneath. I was sent from one place to another. There was nothing that was mine, nothing that was sacred. That
is what I experienced. The reform strategies were the brainchild of Dr. Marty Beyer, a Yale-educated
psychologist hired by Alabama as a consultant. The idea was that poverty was often conflated with neglect by
caseworkers. Vincent, who now directs a nonprofit child welfare group in Montgomery, said it took nearly a
decade and millions from Alabama taxpayers to make reforms stick. But over time, more families stayed
together. Though no foster care system is perfect, Alabama currently ranks as one of the best nationwide.
Beyer, who stayed in Oregon and now lives in Cottage Grove, said DHS officials were likely overwhelmed by
the changes. Some reforms were funded by lawmakers, who poured tens of millions of dollars into flex funds.
The state began evaluating child welfare cases based on the strengths and needs of families, as Beyer
prescribed. But as an economic downturn hit Oregon in the s, some reforms were cut, including flex funds,
which could only be funded with state dollars â€” not federal funds. That worry had a name among DHS
officials, he said: Today, two decades after reform efforts began and fizzled out, Oregon places kids in foster
care at a rate above the nationwide average. This month, new allegations surfaced of sex abuse at a rural
eastern Oregon foster home for boys. Acting child welfare director Dr. Reginald Richardson â€” who met with
Storm in May to hear her story â€” issued a written statement issued for this story.
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Once at the school, however, he became embroiled in a feud with the headmaster, as the school "had not been
wholly receptive to his young, independent, inquiring mind. Though his cricket skills were not sufficient to
play for the Southampton Police cricket XI, he was called upon at times to utilise the PA-system. As a result
of his regular support he became known to the team and this led to his one and only brief playing exposure to
the first class game. He was watching Hampshire play Kent at Canterbury in August when they discovered
they would be short of a twelfth man for the following game. Being willing and available young Arlott was
co-opted and he travelled with the team to Worcester. Hampshire had had to use three substitute fielders when
two of their XI were injured and skipper Cecil Paris suffered a puncture on his way to the ground. The
following day, the match report in the Western Daily Press named one of the substitutes as "Harlott", a local
policeman and a Hampshire member. It was quite a memorable day in the field, with the Nawab of Pataudi
scoring an elegant undefeated century for Worcester in one of his very rare appearances on the county circuit.
The match ultimately fizzled out as just a tame draw with Hampshire scoring and 91 â€” 2 and Worcester â€”
3 declared. It was his one and only appearance in a first class cricket fixture and it proved to be the pinnacle of
his playing career. In , he was asked whether playing first-class cricket on a regular basis might have provided
him with greater insight as a cricket writer. He went on only two overseas England tours, to South Africa in
â€” and Australia in â€” Test Match Special[ edit ] Prior to , BBC radio covered every home Test match, with
Arlott normally one of the commentators, but it did not broadcast uninterrupted ball-by-ball commentary.
Television commentary[ edit ] Arlott undertook some BBC television cricket commentary, between and
featuring matches between various counties vs an International Cavaliers X1, which were played on Sundays
with 25 overs per side and then primarily on the Sunday League from These John Player Sunday League
limited over fixtures were 40 overs a side and were usually played between 2. Arlott commentated on the first
20 overs of each innings with Jim Laker usually covering the last He also briefly wrote, directed and narrated
a topical local series for the BBC called ABC of the South in the s but radio was his true metier. Arlott was a
popular commentator partly because of his gift for poetic phraseology. The BBC commented that "the style of
commentary owed much to the poet in John. He would relish the phrases he used to describe what he saw and
leave his colleagues wishing they could have thought of them," [1] while Wisden wrote: His commentary
technique was strongly influenced by his poetic sense. With the economy of a poet he could describe a piece
of play without fuss or over-elaboration, being always conscious of its rhythm and mindful of its background.
He was never repetitive or monotonous, except for effect. Keating also compared his stature as a radio
journalist with those of Richard Dimbleby and Alistair Cooke. At the end of his last session on the final day 2
September , he concluded with his customary phrasing "nine runs off the over â€” 28 Boycott , 15 Gower , 69
for 2 â€” and after Trevor Bailey it will be Christopher Martin-Jenkins. The entire Australian team in the field
and the two England batsmen joined in, with Geoffrey Boycott removing his batting gloves to applaud. When
he appeared, the crowd below again burst into a spontaneous ovation that lasted for several minutes before he
was finally able to speak and make the presentation to Kim Hughes. Well-versed in cricket history, Arlott was
often viewed as a leading authority, especially on the literature of the game. He also wrote a well received
appreciation of Neville Cardus for the edition. Profile of the Master and Basingstoke Boy: A Word From
Arlott and Arlott In Conversation were published in and respectively as collections of his commentaries and
writings. He was also the narrator and technical advisor for the documentary short film Cricket Biographical
writings about Arlott[ edit ] Basingstoke Boy: Autobiography, by John Arlott, published This is a joint
biography with the other great English cricket writer of the period, E. It compares and contrasts their different
views about cricket and its place in the world. Journalism[ edit ] His career in journalism began with the
Evening News in In he switched to the News Chronicle , where he stayed until the paper folded in He began
reporting football matches for The Observer in He also wrote occasional articles for The Times. At the last
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minute their chief soccer correspondent Donny Davies pulled rank and decided to go instead. The aircraft
bringing back the team, officials and press crashed in what became known as the Munich air disaster and
Davies was one of the fatalities. Cricket Writers Club[ edit ] He became an early member of the Cricket
Writers Club, founded in , whose dinners in those days were lavish affairs and often held in liveried halls.
Basil Easterbrook, chairman in , recalled an attempt to ban drinking until after the AGM which normally
preceded the annual dinner. John Arlott was the chairman at that meeting and, as was his custom, had taken
the odd sip of wine. John tried hard to bring some order to the proceedings by banging the table with a spoon,
but he missed the table. Should not the white man, he said, stay on to secure the peace? Friendship with
Merchant broadened his social and political horizons". His next and last overseas assignment as a cricket
commentator was over 20 years later when the BBC flew him out to Australia to commentate on the
Centenary match where he classically described "the seagulls standing in line like vultures for Lillee". He
wrote to Arlott in the late fifties, after hearing his radio commentaries, because "his voice and the words he
spoke convinced me he was a nice, compassionate man". He wanted help to find an opportunity to play
professional cricket in England and Arlott finally got him a summer contract with Middleton Cricket Club in
the Central Lancashire Cricket League in Arlott subsequently said that this was the achievement in his career
of which he felt most proud. However, when the touring side was announced he was controversially omitted
amidst allegations of South African political interference with the selection committee. Arlott received support
from many people over his uncompromising stand, including future England captain Mike Brearley , who
called for the cessation of all South African tours, and the Reverend David Sheppard , who had been one of
the first players to speak out against apartheid and who had also previously refused to play against the South
African touring side. However, Arlott was subjected to some strong, not entirely unexpected, criticism from
the English cricket establishment over his stance particularly by the former England captain Peter May , a Test
selector, who wrote directly to him condemning the position that he had adopted. The subsequent South
African tour to England was also cancelled and they were then ostracised by the other Test playing countries.
Cambridge Union Debate[ edit ] Following the cancellation of the England tour by the South African
government, the Cambridge Union decided to hold a debate on the motion "That politics should not intrude on
sporting contacts". Former England captain Ted Dexter was invited to propose the motion, seconded by
veteran all-round sportsman Wilf Wooller who had skippered Glamorgan to their first county championship in
Both of these ex-players were friends of Arlott. Opposing the motion were the incumbent minister for sport,
Denis Howell , seconded by Arlott. Despite their opposing positions over the issue, Arlott was drinking with
Wooller in the Cambridge Union Bar shortly after the debate had finished. Arlott maintained his strong views
on the issue and two years later he came to an unprecedented agreement with the BBC to be excused from
commentating on the upcoming Test series against South Africa in England without prejudicing his future
commentary role on Test matches against other touring teams in subsequent years. However, the British
government subsequently cancelled the tour over public order concerns at each Test venue. Friendship with
Ian Botham[ edit ] Ian Botham: There were four bottles of Beaujolais in that basket. Being a cider-boy I
thought wine was a namby-pamby drink. But I was gripped as John started talking to me, this dumb yokel,
about wine. His command of English just rolled off him. He got out some cheese and said this goes best with
that wine. But he liked me being there because I knew to wait and let him finish his sentences between gasps.
That was strange for me â€” to be patient and quiet. But I always wanted to listen to John. Wisden noted that
"democratic views and wise counsel earned him much respect in the cricket world and among the players.
Membership of the club increased over the years and the annual lunch was eventually moved to the Long
Room at The Oval. The team in probable batting order was: He was also invited in to select his Best XI from
players who, for a wide variety of reasons, were never capped by England. There are seven bowlers From that
day forth he eschewed beer and spirits and devoted himself to cultivating his love of wine. The following year,
after recommending some wine to John Marshall, the editor of the London Evening News , he was invited to
write a weekly wine column for that newspaper and this resulted in invitations to press tours of French wine
regions. In due course he became a connoisseur of wine and was often accompanied by some good claret to
help lubricate his voice through a day of cricket commentating. He subsequently wrote a regular wine column
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for The Guardian newspaper and he also published two books, Burgundy Vines and Wines co-written with
Christopher Fielden in , and Arlott on Wine in Politics[ edit ] "Say that cricket has nothing to do with politics
and you say that cricket has nothing to do with life. Arlott espoused strong liberal and humanitarian political
views and he stood as the Liberal candidate for Epping [2] in both the and general elections coming third on
both occasions but achieving strong support at a time when the Liberals were weak nationally. He appeared
frequently on the radio programme Any Questions? In July the University of Southampton awarded him an
honorary degree, and in June he was afforded the same honour by The Open University. Retirement and later
life[ edit ] He retired as a cricket commentator at the end of the season. His health was fragile and he suffered
from chronic bronchitis. Arlott was married three times - first to Dawn Rees married 18 May â€” divorced ;
they had two sons, James Andrew â€” and Timothy Mark born His second marriage was to Valerie France
married July â€” died with a third son Robert, born His third marriage was to Patricia Hoare 6 April â€” who
survived him. This tragedy led to Arlott always wearing a black tie in remembrance of his dead son and in
penance for his own role in the tragedy. Engraved on his headstone were two lines from one of his own poems
originally dedicated to Andrew Young: The annual charity dinner is sponsored by the Rioja Wine Exporters
Group reflecting his great fondness for that particular wine. New Alresford memorial[ edit ] Arlott had
originally bought the former pub in New Alresford in He completely renovated the interior, especially the
large cellar for his collection of fine wine. He also became active in the local community becoming President
of the newly founded Alresford Historical and Literary Society in until he relocated to Alderney 15 years later.
Subsequently, at a ceremony on 21 June , a plaque commemorating his 20 years of living at the Old Sun
between and was unveiled by his sons Tim and Robert Arlott. The plaque was funded by The Cricket Society
and the guest of honour, who cut the ceremonial cake, was his oldest friend Leo Harrison then This was
followed by an inaugural local village cricket competition, with participating teams from Tichborne , Old
Alresford , Ropley and Cheriton , for the annual John Arlott Cup.
6: Arlott, John [WorldCat Identities]
E. M. FORSTER, RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING AND THE KNIGHT ROW, Stuart Christie Postwar religious
broadcasting in Britain sought to accommodate diverging aims, with public.

7: Diane Forster â€“ www.enganchecubano.com | Universal Broadcasting Network
Video Content. Christian movies and videosâ€”for individuals, families, teenagers, and childrenâ€”teach valuable Bible
lessons. The history and global activities of Jehovah's Witnesses come to life in documentaries and replays of recent
spiritual events.

8: A Half Century of Broadcasting in the Church - ensign
Edward Morgan Forster OM CH (1 January - 7 June ) was an English novelist, short story writer, essayist and
www.enganchecubano.com of his novels examined class difference and hypocrisy, including A Room with a View (),
Howards End () and A Passage to India ().

9: Margaret Forster - Wikipedia
Port Broadcasting is owned by industry veterans Carl Strube, Pete Falconi and businessman Bob Coture. Strube is a
Maine native, with extensive broadcasting and music industry experience.
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